
2C 'checkback' following partner's 1NT rebid 

Especially when playing a weak no trump, one of the most common bidding sequences 

in the game (assume for the moment no opposition bidding)  is 1x - 1y - 1NT. This 

sequence begins to paint a picture of opener's hand, but for responder there are many 

questions as yet unanswered. It is these questions that the artificial 'checkback' bid of 

2C is designed to answer. 

Possible answers, in order of priority, are to: a) bid responder's suit, showing 3 card 

support; b) not having 3 card support for partner, bid the other (as yet unbid) major if 

you have 4 cards in that suit. Holding neither 3 cards in partner's major, nor 4 cards in 

an unbid major, are you max or min within the 15-17 range shown by your 1NT rebid? 

If min, respond c) 2D; if max, respond d) 2NT. Responder should know where to go 

from there - to quote F.E Smith, not necessarily wiser, but better informed. 

Some pairs employ two different checkback bids - 2C to convey invitational values, and 

2D to force to game. That has its uses, but employing just the one checkback bid of 2C 

(invitational values or better) works perfectly well for me. 

Before we get here, let's be sure that opener is making the right bid when she rebids 

1NT. This is Section1. 

Section 1 - whether to rebid 1NT 

You are the opener. The bidding goes 1C - 1H.....back to you. You hold: 

1a) Axxx / QJx / KQ / Axxx   Do NOT rebid 1S - that would show at least 5/4 shape. 1NT 

is correct. With 4/4/4/1 shape it is sometimes necessary to rebid a 2nd 4 card suit. 

Don't ever do it on balanced hands. 

1b) Axxx / QJx / Kx / AQxxx  Do NOT rebid 1NT- see above. Bid out your shape. 1S is 

correct. 

1c) Axx / QJx / Kx / AQxxx  Do NOT rebid 2C. 1NT is correct. No matter that you have a 

5 card suit - this is a balanced hand, so bid it as such. 

OK, we've cleared that up. Let's now give some responder hands, partner having rebid 

1NT.  

Section 2 - hands on which responder should NOT employ checkback 

On each of these hands the bidding has gone: 1C - 1H (by you) - 1NT. Partner is 

showing 15-17 balanced. You hold: 



2a) Qx / AJxxxx / xxx / xx  Do NOT enquire with 2C - what would be the point? You 

know where you want to play, in your 6 card suit, so bid it - 2H 

2b) Qx / AJxxx / xx / xx  Do NOT enquire with 2C. Where do you think you are going? If 

partner hold three hearts, 2H might play better, but you can't afford a wrong answer. 

You don't have the values to bid on, so PASS 

2c) xx / AJxxx / J10xx / Qx  Now you have a second suit, so bid out your shape - 2D. 

Partner will either pass or correct to 2H. You have nothing to gain - and a lot to lose, by 

enquiring with 2C. 

2d) Qx / Axxx / J10xx / xxx  Is this a balanced hand I see before me? I think it is. Where 

are you going? Nowhere. You don't have enough to look for game - so PASS. 

2e) Qx / AJxx / Jxxxx / Qxx  The world's most undistinguished 10 count. Not quite 

enough therefore to jump to 3NT. No point employing checkback with this flat shape. 

Bid 2NT - invitational. If 3NT is with the odds, let partner bid it. 

2f) KQx / QJ10x / xxxx / Qx  Another 10 count, but this time with much greater trick 

potential. Even if partner is minimum, with 15 points, 3NT should have play. So bid it.  

Right, we've got that out of the way. Now let's move to the nub of this 'tip'. 

Section 3 - hands on which you should employ 2C checkback 

These are all hands on which you are not sure of your final destination - either level or 

strain. The 2C enquiry is your way of finding out. The bidding to date has been the 

same as in Section 2: 1C - 1H - 1NT. Now it's your turn. You hold: 

3a) Qx / AJxxx / Kx / xxxx  Has partner got three hearts? Bid 2C to find out. If she 

hasn't, and bids 2D to show a minimum. you're still good enough to bid 3NT. 

3b) Qx / AJxxx / Qx / xxxx   Again, has partner got 3 hearts? If she has, you can bid 3H 

(invitational). If she hasn't and responds 2D - bid 2NT ( to play). If she responds 2N 

(max) you're worth 3NT. 

3c) QJxx / AJxx / Qx / xxx  Again you are on the cusp of game. If partner resonds, 2D, 

2NT is enough. If she responds 2NT, bid game. If she responds 2H, bid 2S, showing your 

4/4 shape. That is F1 - partner will decide between 2N, 3N, and 4S. 

3d) AJxx/ AJxx / Qx / xxx  Similar, but with this hand you are definitely going to game. 

Use checkback just in case partner has 4 spades. If she does, 4S will probably make 

more tricks than 3NT. 



3e) AJxx / AJxxx / xx / xx  Here you know you are going to game, but any of 3NT/4H/4S 

could be right. Start with 2C and you can discover whether partner has 3 hearts or 4 

spades. If she has nether, 3NT it is. 

3f) AJxx / AJxxx / xx / Ax  This is a lovely hand opposite partner's 1NT rebid. Use 2C to 

find out more about partner's shape. Given a fit in either major, a slam exploration 

should follow. 

There you have it. Checkback comes within my top 10 essential bridge conventions. If 

you haven't come across it before, the pleasure awaits. 
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